
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Become a 

Logistics & Supply Chain Professional 

Get Certified by WHIZeCargo in 3 

Months



 
Logistics Management deals with efficient and effective management of day-to-day activity in producing the 

company’s finished goods and services. 

 

Supply Chain Management (SCM) refers to the coordination of production, inventory, location, and 

transportation among the participants in a supply chain to achieve the best mix of responsiveness and 

efficiency for the market being served. 

 

 
 
 
  
 
Logistics and Supply Chain are booming industries, full of opportunity and growth. Without logisticians, 

manufacturing and other businesses would have a very hard time succeeding. Logistics keeps the supply chain 

flowing, which in return, keeps you employed. Logistics is definitely a field with limitless potential. Logistics 

careers pay well and there are job opportunities for every education level. Logistics is a diverse industry with a 

wide variety of sub-sectors, keeping your daily schedule both interesting and challenging. You will learn about 

many different industries and how they function. Because logistics has so many facets and levels, 

opportunities for advancement are always available. 

 
 
 

Eligibility 
 
 

Students who are passionate about Logistics and Supply Chain and working professionals looking to improve 

their skillset or are contemplating on a career change. 
 
 

 

 

 

WHIZeCargo Training Centre was established as a result of our vast experience in developing customised ERP 

solutions for various Logistics and Supply Chain businesses. The ERP is known as WHIZeCargo. Some of the 

industries we have provided solutions for include Freight Forwarding Companies, Warehousing/Logistics 

Companies/3PL, NVOCC, Airlines (Cargo) & Airline Agents, Transport Companies, Shipping Lines/Agents, 

RO/RO Vessel Operators, Distribution Companies and Ship Owners. Our vision is to provide quality training at 

an affordable price. 

 

WHIZeCargo Training Centre and WHIZeCargo are ventures of WHIZTEC, where IT wizards work. 
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Why a Certification  in Logistics and Supply Chain Management? 
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• Logistics and Supply Chain Certification influenced by Management’s immense experience in the sector 

both in India and abroad.  

 

• Course content tailored to reflect the emerging trends in Logistics and Supply Chain and this will increase 

your chances of getting employed. 

 

• Includes modules such as Customer Service Operations for Shipping & Logistics, Financial Accounting for 

Shipping & Logistics and Supply Chain Information Systems that are not covered by other similar 

institutions.  

 

• Theoretical knowledge coupled with practical training using custom built ERP for Logistics and Supply 

Chain ensures you are transformed into a skilled Logistician.  

 

• WHIZeCargo ERP developed by our parent company has elements of Logistics and Supply Chain built into it 

making it an ideal tool for training, enabling the students to grasp the underlying concepts of Logistics and 

Supply Chain easily.  

 

• Customer Service Operations in Logistics and Supply Chain are covered extensively with special focus on 

hands on practical training.  

 

• Various documentation procedures including Import/Export documentation are covered.  

 

• Limited seats ensure personal assistance for every student.  

 

• Free placement assistance – chances for deserving students to be placed in GCC countries due to our 

presence in these countries. 

 

• Suitable for students and professionals.  

 
 
 
 
 
It would be conducted over a 3 month period with classes from Monday to Friday. The program consists of 

theory and a mixture of practical oriented training. 

Why WHIZeCargo? 

  Program Structure 



Course Modules 
 
 
1. Logistics & Supply Chain Management 

Principles  

 

2. Warehouse Operations & Materials 

Management  

 

3. Freight Forwarding & Transportation 

Operations  

 

4. Financial Accounting for Shipping & Logistics  

 
 
 
 

5. Customer Service Operations for Shipping & 

Logistics  

 

6. Procurement & Purchase Management  

 

7. Sea Cargo Management  

 

8. Air Cargo Management  

 

9. Supply Chain Information Systems  
 

 

Delivery and Assessment 
 

Delivery of the course would be through lectures by trained professionals. Lectures would be combined with 

practical training on specially designed ERP software to give students a deeper insight into the subject. This 

would also prepare the students for their future jobs. Students would be assessed through tests and 

assignments on a continual basis. 
 
 

Learning Outcome 

 

 
• Describe major logistics functions and activities.  
 
• Differentiate logistics and supply chain management.  
 
• Familiarise different modes of transportation and related policies.  
 
• Describe warehouse processes, systems, and performance measures.  
 
• Understand the Sourcing & Procurement function of the company.  
 
• Learn the documentation procedures in Import/Export and other related shipping procedures.  
 
• Gain financial and accounting knowledge used in logistics and shipping.  
 
• Customer service operations in Logistics and Supply Chain Management.  
 
• Learn to operate WHIZeCargo ERP for Logistics and Supply Chain.  

  Course Modules 

  Delivery and Assessment 

  Learning Outcome 



Job Opportunities 
 
The Indian Logistic Industry is growing steadily led by e-commerce penetration, economy revival, proposed 

GST implementation and government initiatives such as “Make in India”, National Integrated Logistic Policy, 

100% FDI in warehouses and food storage facilities. This in turn has generated a lot of job opportunities for 

logistics and supply chain professionals throughout India. 

 

The International Container Transhipment Terminal at Vallarpadam which is expected to handle 3 million 

containers per year at full operational capacity and the International Cargo Terminal at Cochin International 

Airport has seen an increase in the logistical activities in Kerala. This has led to an increase in the demand for 

skilled logisticians in Kerala. 

 

The scope for Logistics and Supply Chain professionals in the GCC countries is huge. In UAE, Dubai has 

transformed itself into one of the world’s key re-export hubs. The Jebel Ali Port in Dubai which operates as a 

free zone is home to around 5500 companies from around 120 countries. The Emirates Airways based in Dubai 

has made a name for itself in air cargo transportation and the extensive facilities available at Cargo Village 

have generated a lot of opportunities for logisticians. With the trend of oil producing countries such as Oman, 

Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Kuwait to branch out into different business areas have opened up a lot of 

jobs in the logistics and supply chain field. 
 
 

Placement Assistance 

 

 

 

Placement assistance would be provided to the students free of cost. Our parent company develops Logistics 

and Supply Chain related software. Throughout the years we have developed a huge client base in India and 

abroad, particularly in the GCC countries. There are options for deserving students to be placed with the 

companies in India and GCC countries once they have completed the certification program. 

 

 

 

 

WHIZeCargo is a web based comprehensive and advanced supply chain execution solution for Freight 

Forwarding, Shipping, 3PL and Fourth-Party Logistics (4PL) operations. Using market-leading technology, 

WHIZeCargo’s tightly integrated solutions enable users to lower costs and enhance profitability by 

collaborating with their customers and vendors across the supply chain. WHIZeCargo is a complete ERP system 

coupled with supply chain features. 

WHIZeCargo software provides solutions for the following areas 

 

WHIZeCargo ERP 

  Job Opportunities 

  Placement Assistance 



 

WHIZeCargo offers a comprehensive and fully integrated freight forwarding management solution that 

automates the entire business process of freight forwarding, logistics and transportation industries. The 

product is highly customisable, thereby enabling it to meet the specific needs of different companies. It covers 

domestic, air/sea/land mode freight forwarding as well as consolidation, custom clearing, NVOCC operations, 

imports, exports, transhipments, packing, shifting and warehousing.  

 

Transportation Management System (TMS) delivers robust transportation planning, transportation 

procurement and execution capabilities to shippers and third party logistics providers. It integrates and 

streamlines transportation planning, execution, freight payment, and business process automation on a single 

application across all modes of transportation, from full truckload to complex multi-modal air, ocean, road, 

and rail shipments.  

TMS module can be integrated with WHIZeCargo’s Warehouse Management module to take care of normal 

warehousing or complex 3PL operations. Other modules integrated with TMS are Fleet Management, 

Document Management, Reverse Logistics, Live Reporting and Dashboard capabilities, EDI/XML/Web Services 

capabilities, Invoice Auditing and Reconciliation, WHIZeCargo Financials integration, multi-location Shipment 

Management, multi-carrier management (rates, service, destination, origin), consolidations, real time 

tracking/tracing, automation of processes and security. 

 

WHIZeCargo Warehouse Management System (WMS) is an industrial-strength warehouse management 

software that empowers companies to gain control over customer service levels, warehousing costs, order 

turnaround time, throughput volumes, and most importantly, profit. WHIZeCargo WMS helps to ensure fast, 

accurate fulfilment through directed, optimized workflow, utilizing the most advanced wireless and bar code 

technologies, including RFID.  

 

WHIZeCargo Yard Management Software (YMS) maximizes yard and warehouse efficiency by managing the 

flow of goods coming in and out of your yard. YMS can be used to plan, execute, track and audit all incoming 

and outgoing loads. With YMS, you get visibility into inventory sitting in trailers and are better able to manage, 

schedule, and record the arrival, placement, location, and status of trailers, trucks, containers, and their 

content. 

 

WHIZeCargo for NVOCC (Non-Vessel Operating Common Carriers)/Liner/Liner Agent module consists of 

Container Inventory, Agent Management and Costing modules. Container module allows various ways for 

adding equipment to the inventory including purchase, on-hire, one-time use etc. This module also includes 

repairs, claims and sales/off hire/one way buy off management. Agent management module consists of tariff 

and customer rate files, booking, container release, exports, BL drafting and printing, billing, imports, 

Freight Forwarding 

Transport Management 

Warehouse Management 

Yard Management 

Liner Agency Management 



transhipments, load lists, manifests, EDI generation, discharge lists etc. Container moves are automatically 

updated through the transaction entries which gives the user powerful equipment movement and ageing 

reports. The costing module takes care of the management of various tariff and BL amendments, 

demurrage/detention, local, destination, storage, haulage and other charges. This module also includes feeder 

operator payments and repair cost management. 

 

WHIZeCargo provides customizable Fleet Management Solution (FMS) to drive efficiency and visibility down to 

the last mile. It optimizes resources and manages assets in different industries. WHIZeCargo FMS includes the 

following modules: 

Asset Management Compliance Management 
Operation Management Maintenance Management 
Financial Management Document Management 

 

WHIZeCargo provides its customers business-to-business EDI and supply chain integration, synchronization 

and collaboration solutions. WHIZeCargo application can automate the internal and external data 

communication. It can automate the conversion of data between formats and facilitate communication 

between platforms. 

 

Web based Document Management System (DMS) provides industry standard document control, workflow 

and knowledge management system. DMS allows electronic checking and approval along with the electronic 

distribution of documents. WHIZeCargo DMS can function as a simple e-filing storage system with scanning, 

storing, sharing, indexing, archiving, retrieval, and accessing of original documents.  

 

WHIZeCargo Customer Relationship Management (CRM) solution captures, manages and tracks every 

customer, partner and vendor interaction in a single system. With the ability to capture, analyse and act on 

customer intelligence, CRM customers can aggregate and analyse information across the business, giving them 

the insight to guide effective decision-making and more easily adapt to changing market requirements. 

 

WHIZeCargo Financial (FA) modules include general ledger, accounts payable, accounts receivable, bank 

reporting, budgeting, fixed assets, cash flow management and reconciliation. The financial module is 

integrated with sales and operational modules with data gets updated seamlessly displaying the most up-to-

date information at all times. 

Fleet Management Solutions (FMS) 

EDI & B-to-B APPLICATIONS 

Document Management 

Customer Relationship Management 

Financial Management 



 

WHIZeCargo Human Capital Management (HCM) offers comprehensive human resource management 

capabilities, from workforce management to compensation and talent management. WHIZeCargo HCM 

streamlines and integrates essential workforce processes such as employee administration, document 

management, organizational management, time and attendance management, leave and travel management, 

benefits, payroll, Employee Gratuity Fund (EPF) calculations and legal reporting. 

 

WHIZeCargo Supply Chain Management Solutions provide advanced tools and intelligence to drastically 

reduce supply management costs. WHIZeCargo delivers comprehensive solutions, expertise, and the support 

required for the success of supply organizations. WHIZeCargo has concentrated exclusively on helping 

companies streamline their supply chains to achieve lower costs, higher profits and happier customers. 

WHIZeCargo's solutions cover the entire supply management life cycle and the modules included are 

Supplier Relationship Management Procurement/Purchase Management 
Transportation Management Warehouse Management 
Distribution Management Supply Chain Visibility 
Demand Planning/Forecasting Inventory Optimization 

 

WHIZeCargo solutions cover the requirements of entire shipping and logistics industry, some of the industries 

that currently use WHIZeCargo to improve their operations are 

3PLs/Warehouse/Logistics Companies Freight Forwarders/Custom Brokers 
Transporters/Trucking Companies NVOCC Operators/Container Terminals 
Couriers Cargo Airlines 
Shipping Lines Liner Agents 
Shipping Agents Ship Owners 

 
 
 
 

WHIZeCargo Training Centre 
 

WHIZTEC IT Park 
 
Nochima, Kombara Jn, 
 
Near NAD, Ernakulam - 683 563 

 
 
 
 

E-mail: manager@training.whizecargo.com 
 

Website: training.whizecargo.com 
 

Phone: 77360 26020 
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